Honda crv air con compressor

Honda CR-V owners have reported 77 problems related to air conditioner under the equipment
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Air conditioning went out at 46,
miles. Honda knows they have issues with ac units on their cars, especially crvs and do nothing
about it. I am spreading the word to not buy Hondas. See all problems of the Honda CR-V. I
bought the vehicle in December About 6 month ago, the battery was bad and replaced by the
car dealer. About 3 weeks ago, the air conditioning system was not functioning. The dealer
stated it was due to defective return hose. The car stay at dealer for 7 days in order to get the
new part in. Honda refused to pay for a rental car as it was too hot to drive. I believe I bought a
defective car. Air conditioner went out. Seems common for these crv models. There is a violent
shaking feeling coming from the engine area along with a loud constant rattling sound coming
from the same area. This happens when driving and when stationary. The dealership said it was
a tensioner? The sound persists and is worse when the air conditioner is running. Also the back
seat passenger side lock makes a loud buzzing noise when locked or unlocked. Honda air
conditioning. My car has had nothing but problems with its air. Can someone help Honda
owners please?. Air condition is not workinge while vehucle is running , it blowes hot air only.
Frayon gas is full, but still no cold air. I heared there was a recall for air condition system, is that
true. My air conditioning went out. Honda place said it needs a compressor, clutch and coil and
it cost I've looked online and this is happening to hundreds of Honda crvs. What is the Honda
company doing for this issue? We bought this vehicle brand new and have had it taken care of
by a Honda dealer. Please let me know how you can help get this repaired. My air conditioning
blows hot air most of the time. I've had it looked at twice. For some reason they cannot figure
out the problem. When I look it up there has been more than complaints about the same thing.
This sounds like a on going problem that needs addressed. When you pay Air conditioner
problem that didn't arise until well after the 7 year or , miles. I am on year 9 and 7, miles over
and nothing can be done about this. It is a known issues and it is still happening. A friend of
mine has a crv also but a to my and he has the same issue. Not as bad but still. Why should we
have to pay out of pocket for something Honda knows about and still puts in there vehicles!.
The air conditioner blows hot air. I took it in to dealership and they stated that it is cooling
correctly. Check air system stated nothing is wrong. I am asthmatic patient and this cause me to
have asthma attacks. Also the suspension systems didn't work very well. Consumer writes in
regards to air conditioning failure. The consumer stated the vehicle was not included in the
recall even though it experienced the same failure addressed I the recall. I wish to complain
about my Honda crv. I am having issues with my air conditioning unit. When it is hot, it blows
hot air even when it is set on the lowest temperature. However, when it is nighttime it will blow
cold air. Honda evacuated and recharged the system only for me to experience the same issues
two months later. I was then told that I needed to replace the ac compressor, coil set, clutch set,
etc. I went to get a second opinion and I was told that the ac compressor would not even power
on due to electrical issues. In relation to electrical issues, my car also stalled about a year ago
and I was able to have that issue rectify without taking it to Honda. My Honda crv touring with 1.
When you turn the air on with the air coming from the outside vent, especially when first
starting the car, the smell of gasoline fumes is apparent, which is also a serious health safety
concern as inhalation of fumes is definitely bad for your health. Every time I check my oil level,
the dipstick shows the oil is overfilled beyond what the dipstick measures and the oil smells
heavily of gas. After researching this online, I found that there is a problem that many 5th
generation crv owners are experiencing with the 1. This is what is causing my oil level to rise to
unsafe levels that will accelerate the deterioration of expensive internal engine components. I
contacted Honda and they performed a technical service bulliten related to this issue on
December 4th , where a module related to the air conditioning was replaced along with the
engine oil and some software upgrade was installed. This changed absolutely nothing. I still am
experiencing the sickening smell of gasoline fumes in the cabin as well as the dipstick showing
more oil than it can measure along with the smell of gas coming from the oil. Air conditioning
failed ,according to recall notice, due to bad design. Auto has only 90, miles. Which is less than
, miles as defined in recall notice. Can anything be done to fix the failure? Air conditioning does
not work. While driving, the air conditioner unit quit. At 70k miles, the air conditioner pulley,
belt, motor had to be replaced. Air conditioner clutch fan is not engaging with the compressor,
and blows out hot air. Honda has an extended warranty for the clutch fan and compressor that
they know are faulty parts, but I did not receive a recall letter regarding the parts in time to get
them repaired. My car is now past the mileage listed on the warranty by a few thousand miles.
Honda dealer wants american Honda to "send an email" to the dealer, upon contacting american
Honda, they want the service manager to honor the warranty. It is a game of "pass the buck".
Also, I was without my vehicle for four months last year due to the takata airbag recall so I am
not happy with the safety of this particular vehicle. Hondas are not inexpensive vehicles. There

should be a hard recall on these air conditioner systems that are faulty, and Honda knows it.
Problems with the air conditioning condensers or compressors. The ac compressor may seize
resulting in loss of cold air from the ac vents. Often when the compressor fails in the fashion,
debris is spread through out the entire air conditioning system resulting in very expensive
repairs. Hot sunny and humid day heading to work when turning on the air conditioning it blows
warm to hot air as the car is already warm from the sun it doesnt blow cold air and if it does its
rarely and wont last long. I have seen a lawsuit was filed and settled but my year of the car
wasnt mentioned but seems to be more than just mine as well. Just purchased October Cruz
controll doesn't work and I heard there is recall on the air condition pump. My car used to run
24mpg. Now drop down to the mpg. I don't know what is going on? Takata recall. The contact
owns a Honda Cr-v. The contact stated that the air conditioner failed to operate. The contact
received notification of NHTSA campaign numbers: 16v and 16v air bags and stated that the
part needed for the repair was not available. The contact stated that the manufacturer exceeded
a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The manufacturer was made aware of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was , VIN tool confirms parts not available. Consumer
writes in regards to parts not available to repair airbag recall notice, air conditioner and ac
compressor clutch warranty extension issues. The consumer stated the ac did not cool
properly. The contact stated that hot air emitted from the air conditioning vents. The air
conditioning clutch and coil were believed to have overheated and failed. Once the clutch and
coil cooled down, the air conditioner began to function correctly. The vehicle was not
diagnosed nor repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
approximately 71, While the vehicle was stopped, excessive exhaust fume odors emitted inside
the vehicle. In addition, after turning the air conditioner off, the air conditioner warning light
illuminated intermittently. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was diagnosed that the
vehicle was operating as designed. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not
notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 22, While driving 35 mph, the vehicle made a
rattling noise from the engine. In addition the contact noticed a burning odor coming from the
engine. The contact pulled onto the shoulder, opened the hood, and noticed smoke coming
from the air conditioner compressor. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic where
it was diagnosed that the air conditioner compressor needed to be replaced. The failure mileage
was 95, When car is on idle with drive gear , the car gets vibrate and it gets worse when air
condition is turn on. The issue is vibrating and it gets worse when turn ac on. Must turn
headlights on to eliminate fibration. After the repair of service bulletin , the issue is vibrating
and it gets worse when turn ac on. When I drive to work, the vibration and shaking cause my
body get nauseated and headaches. The ac clutch compressor is out. This is affecting my
health. I have researched this and apparently from this is a common problem because of Honda
placement of compressor and heat from engine. I have an with the same problem. With the and
its dark interior I cannot drive the vehicle without opening windows and this is not safe for
many reasons. Pls read following clip I saved from google: - Honda crv air condition problems recall for. Read more My air conditioner was working fine on aride down to yakee stadium, on
the way home it just would not work, he garae mech. Told me the compressor was not working,
I bought this car in oct. Of , the models and before had recalls for this problem, I was wondering
if my car has the same problem, I checked the heater it orks just fine. Maybe my air system is
still the sme as the models as bought it in While the car is running and stopped in gear , there is
a strong vibration felt and seen on the driver and passenger seats. I bought this car on a day
with hot weather , the dealer had the air conditioner running on the test drive. The vibration
problem does not occur while the air-conditioner is on! I was not told the car had the vibration
problem at time of purchase. It is an ongoing problem for this particular year and model , going
on since , with no fix for the vibration problem. There was a loud banging sound and the air
conditioner, which was on and working great, stopped blowing cold air. I researched the
problem and found that this has been very common on Honda Cr-vs. From my experience and
the four different failure modes that have been identified, it sounds like the ac compressor
exploded or imploded and could have left shards of metal on the highway I was driving on. Two
other failure modes of this problem include the clutch axle shaft shearing and the clutch itself
melting. Here are the ridiculously high number of complaints that I've found within 15 minutes
of researching: 1. Car Problems. Problem Category Number of Problems Equipment problems
Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment problems. Navigational global Positioning System
Gps problems. Mechanical Jack problems. When driving to Cornwall in early July in sweltering
hot weather, switched on AC and it was blowing hot air. Took it back to dealer who said that
now the AC Compressor had failed. Well how convenient? On doing some reaserch online, AC
faults appear to be a bugbear for Honda CRVs going way back when and it transpires that
Honda extended the warranty worldwide, on this part to six years or , miles as there were known

issues with all CRVs built between and In fact in Canada it was extended to 7 years and , miles.
Oh and don't expect a letter from Honda UK to say they have extended the warranty, you only
get that in the US and Canada. This cant possibly be true, a recent survey says Hondas are the
most reliable cars in the world! At this mileage Honda should be doing this for free. There is a
re-work on the compressor for this fault,and does not require a complete new unit. You will
probably find that the dealer keeps the parts in stock. The relay failure is also a known issue
that affects most Honda models of this era. They flatly refuse to tell me. Could it be because
production continued without change even though this problem existed. The OP post sounds
like he only runs it maybe once a year on the hottest day. Certainly an unpleasant discovery but
you could have found this out much earlier. Ever since I've had cars with AC - the first was a
Renault Safrane in - I've left it on all year, and never had a problem on any of the cars. That
Safrane did over , miles and had no problems with anything else either. That doesn't answer
your question, Abradders, but leaving it on permanently might be a suggestion for the future.
There might possibly be a fuel consumption penalty on a smaller car, but I've always found that
to be negligible on mine. It amazes me how many people just turn the AC on occasionally, the
only time I ever switch it off is when temperatures are hovering around 4C and so it cuts in and
out. I doubt that the fuel economy costs come anywhere near the cost of rectifying a
compressor with dried seals or whatever else? Am I alone in detecting an 'entitlement' culture in
car owners these days? Whilst there is justifyable consumer law regarding fitness for purpose
and associated longevity, at what point is the original manufacturer no longer liable even as
goodwill? My point being that a purchaser may never have had any contract with the
manufacturer i. The OP may have a case in this instance, especially if the extended warranty
was Honda's, but hypothetically and in other circumstances - 6 years old and with no money to
the orginal manufacturer or their agent? A google for "service bulletin " givee a lot of
information, although I can't see a copy of the service bulletin itself anywhere. After some
googling and finding the above service bulletin talk, I spoke to Honda UK who will "open a
case" and see if they can do anything. My neighbour owns his own garage and also is a
mechanic. He looked into the AC as he said some Japanese cars turn off to protect themselves
when the gas gets to low, infact mine was the opposite it had been over filled. I have now got a
fully functioning AC system that only cost me the diesel to his garage. On a different note my
car had full Honda service history, we changed the air filter and it was disgusting. Obviously
hasn't been touched for a couple of years if ever! As I only use the car occassionally I declined
and it's only recently that I've discovered that this is a common problem and that there is
exetnded warranty. When I queried this with the dealewrship they firstly denied that there was
any such warranty extension they told me it applied to the Civic only until I told them I wasn't
stupid and new what kind of car I had been driving for the last 6 yeras. Eventually they
conceded that there was a warranty extension but it applied to petrol engined CRV's only and
did not apply to diesel engined. Anybody else come across this excuse? Bought an 07 CRV 3
years ago only for the AC unit to start pumping out warm air a couple of weeks ago. We give
you the low down on how to save on insurance, little-known tricks and tips, what insurance
groups mean and how to use insurance aggregators to beat insurers. Recently Asked
Questions I'm looking for a medium-sized hatchback. What's the best model to buy? Which car
brands offer free home-charger installation? What's the best small, electric 4x4? Our cloned reg
plate is racking up tickets on an uninsured car. What do we do? Are convertibles more
expensive to insure? Latest News Headlines New Nissan Qashqai revealed with more space and
hybrid tech The all-new Nissan Qashqai has been revealed â€” it gets a spacious new interior
with the latest infotainment, self-drive technology and a choice of mild and full-hybrid petrol
engines. Latest Reviews 4. Used Car Pricing Search on. How to reject a car Check if your car
has a recall. Fuel Calculator Petrol or Diesel? What is the Fuel Calculator? Compare two cars to
find the lowest fuel cost. Search the forum. View Threaded. Wed 31 Jul Reply Report as
offensive Link. Wed 11 Sep Thu 12 Sep Fri 1 Nov Tue 5 Nov Sat 9 Nov Wed 16 Jul Sun 21 Jun
Mon 22 Jun Cheap Car Warranties. Insurance group finder and how to save on insurance.
Related questions. I don't want to take my car for a service due to coronavirus - will this
invalidate the warranty? I have my third year service scheduled for 9 April. This is to coincide
with MoT and approaching end of warranty 24 April. The car is a Fiat and is booked in at service
centre 15 miles away. They have My car's first service has been cancelled. How will this affect
potential warranty claims in the future? I have a Hyundai that was first registered on 29 March
and was booked in for its first service on 2 April This service has understandably been
cancelled and it might be weeks or even months Can my local independent garage service my
car without voiding the warranty? In a few weeks time, I shall be trading in my year old Skoda
Octavia 2. Do I have to get my servicing done at a main dealer? Do I really have to get my
service done at a main dealer? If I got it done at my local garage which is nice to support ,

would it still get registered in the service history on the car? Value my car , miles buy or sell?
Related posts Decent garage for servicing Ford - Book service online with Ford Any - How much
oil is a car expected to use? Reasonable reapir price ;o poss fuel consumption problem.
Elsewhere on. Money Saving Offers, Deals and Discounts. Keyless theft: What is it and how do
you stop it? Hiring rather than buying? Our guide will save you money. NEW: Child seat
chooser - Don't buy a car seat until you've used this. Range Rover dominates list of most stolen
and recovered cars of New Nissan Qashqai revealed with more space and hybrid tech. Jaguar
Land Rover commits to UK car production as it scraps petrol and diesel engines. No end in
sight for Volkswagen 1. Sorry for the rant! That's very interesting as both dealer and Honda UK
say it needs the whole unit replacing? But then they would, wouldn't they. I guarantee that had
it been in warranty they would only be changing the part you mention! Ha ha. Yes I read that
too. Just rubs a little more salt into the wound really. I was given the news I needed a new
compressor on my diesel and told the bulletin only applied to petrol models :- Reply Report as
offensive Link. This is very interesting, thanks. Will now ring Honda tomorrow armed with this
info and see were we go. Anything offical on the Honda site about it? Thanks again, K Reply
Report as offensive Link. No luck with my usual Honda dealer as he says it's over the extended
warranty period. More investigation required I think. Skip to main content. Related: honda crv ac
compressor honda crv ac compressor oem. Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket
Branded 1, Items 1, Genuine OEM Items Private Label Items Unbranded 51 Items Not Specified
Items Four Seasons Items Global Parts Distributors Items Honda Items Universal Air
Conditioner Items Unspecified Length Items Lifetime Items New 1, Items 1, Ne
pimage
2006 saturn ion headlight bulb replacement
2005 mercury montego alternator
w other see details 20 Items Remanufactured Items Used Items For parts or not working 1 Items
1. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location.
Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store
Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your
Honda CR-V. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one.
Almost gone. Free returns. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency
other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon
Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal
Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs.

